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Brion, Ida Moiseyevna   Tape 1 of 1 
1.00 Born in Rudnya Smolensk oblast  [about 80 km. Northeast of Smolensk] in 1919.  

Four children in family. Her father was head of a small cooperative. There was a 
7 year Jewish school and a Russian school.  Ida studied at Smolensk Medical 
Institute. 

 
1.04 Many Jews in Rudnya. Never had any difficulties with Russian population. No 

anti-Semitism. 
 
1.10  Shows photograph of brother, self and sister. 
 
1.14  Discusses Jewish life in Rudnya. Life in school. 
 
1 Tells about arrest of uncle and his execution in purges of 1937. 
 
1.21 In 1941 after finishing 4th year at Smolensk Medical Institute sent to home town 

of Rudnya for practical work. When war broke out, left Rudnya trying to reach 
Smolensk. Were unable to ame it, and returned to Rudnya. 

 
1.23 Later she and her brother and another girl seized by Germans and taken to town of 

Demidovo. Other girl was raped in Demidovo. Germans said she would be next, 
the following day.  Next day she leaves house to do laundry and is absent when 
German comes for her. 

 
1.27 She returns to Rudnya and complains to German officer, who ended threat of 

rape. 
 
1.28 About three weeks after Germans took Rudnya, ghetto established.  1,200 

inmates. On almost a daily basis men were taken from the ghetto and shot. 
 
1.29 Some survivors of destruction of Vitebsk ghetto passed through Rudnya and told 

inmates that execution awaited them unless they could escape. 
 
[Break.] 
 
2.00 Interviewers ask Brion what she remembers about the day the war began – in 

1941. She heard about it on the radio. Germans arrived in Rudnya soon. 
 
2.03 Describes treating people wounded in bombing. 
 
2.06 Leaves Rudnya and goes to Yartsevo. Early in war local population treated Jews 

well. Later returned to Rudnya. 
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2.07 Describes organization of ghetto, where she lived. She was only medically trained 

person in ghetto. 
 
2.13 Neighbors outside ghetto brought her family food occasionally. People could 

come and go freely at first. 
 
2.15 Discusses role of local ‘polizei’ in shooting of ghetto inmates. After the war she 

had heard that one polizei had collected gold teeth and fillings from victims. He 
was then shot by a German soldier, who threw the collected gold in a ditch, along 
with the victims. 

 
2.17 Discusses work done by ghetto inmates, mostly digging. First shootings were in 

October 1941. 
 
2.19 Her family prevails on her to flee the ghetto alone because she might have a 

chance for passing as a non-Jew. She goes to Smolensk. 
 
2.20 Meets a friend from the Rudnya ghetto in Smolensk and goes with her further east 

– to Gzhatsk, Mozhaysk up to the front line near Moscow. 
 
2.21 Taken in by local woman in Vosakinichb [phonetic] who pretended to Germans 

that Brion was her daughter. She stayed with the woman until the first Soviet 
counterattack in December 1941. At this point saved by Soviet troops. 

 
2.23 Questioner returns to ghetto and pre-war situation. Non-Jews treated her family 

very well. 
 
2.27 Shootings began soon after ghetto organized. Mostly young people at first. 

Germans chose victims byt shootings carried out by polizei. 
 
[Break.] 
 
3.00 Discusses ghetto – who was in it, how they got food, observance of Jewish 

holidays. 
 
3.06 Discusses memorial that was erected in 1965 Rudnya, to people  - mostly Jews – 

shot during occupation. 
 
3.11 Returns to narrative. Goes to Moscow. Is evacuated to Kotlas in Arkhangelsk 

oblast where she had relatives who had also been evacuated from Moscow. 
Worked as doctor. In 1943 she was to go to Gorkiy to finish her medical training, 
but was arrested on the way and put in a prison in  Kotlas. She was arrested and 
charged with being a spy. Constant interrogation , not allowed to sleep. 
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3.16 Transferred to a prison in Arkhangelsk. Later released. Experience was worse 
than in ghetto. 

 
3.18 Returns to Smolensk Medical Institute and is in first post-war graduating class, in 

1945. 
 
3.19 When she had been accused of being a spy, interrogators thought it suspicious 

that she was able to survive and move around in occupied territory. Claimed she 
had been recruited by Germans. 

 
3.25 After war married a man whose first family – wife and 2 children – had died in 

the Minsk ghetto. He wa liertenant-colonel. 
 
 
    END OF TAPE 
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